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The Fast Track series is designed to prepare
applicants who are seeking Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) certifications for the full range
of material on each test of the series. Prospective
test takers are supplied with questions that have
been used in the FAA's knowledge exams for
aviation mechanics along with an answer key,
explanations, and references to quickly improve their
comprehension and retention of the test and study
materials. Learning Statement Codes (LSC) are also
included, enabling students to easily interpret which
subject areas are indicated as needing further study
on their knowledge test reports.
Detailing the technical maintenance of turbine and
reciprocating engines, this book covers the final
section of the FAA's required curriculum. Theory and
construction of these engines are also discussed
along with propellers, development of aircraft
powerplants, and powerplant auxiliary systems.
Comprehensively revised and updated, Jeppesens
A&P Technician Test Guides are an invaluable
resource for anyone preparing for the FAA Aviation
General, Airframe, or Powerplant Mechanic Airmen
Knowledge tests. Also included is the Oral and
Practical Study Guide, which serves as an excellent
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source when preparing for your FAA oral and
practical exam.
eBundle: printed book and software download code
This bundle combines ASA's popular Test Guide
book and Prepware Download for the ultimate in
flexibility and savings. Today's hectic lifestyles
demand efficient use of what limited study time is
normally available. This bundle gives test applicants
the convenience of choosing whichever test
preparation method is most convenient at any given
time or location. Rely on the most trusted source in
aviation training with ASA's Fast-Track Test Guides
to prepare for your FAA AMT Knowledge Exams.
Test questions are supported with answers,
thorough and succinct explanations, and references
for further study. Questions, answers, and
explanations are arranged in the Fast-Track method
to accelerate learning and encourage retention FAA
test figures are included near the question and
explanation for easy reference Free updates (online
or email service) keep you current with changes
made to the tests Plus...test tips and instructions,
and an Oral & Practical Study Guide Included with
this bundle is ASA's Prepware software download
and 24-month subscription to Prepware Online. More
than a "question and answer" recounting of test
questions, it combines a powerful software program
with the accurate and instructional material you
expect from ASA. Prepware gives you the tools and
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confidence needed to ace the test. You can count on
ASA to keep up with changes in the FAA Knowledge
Exams with free email subscription service and
updates. Use the General Test Guide for the AMP
Aviation Mechanic--Powerplant Knowledge Exam.
Trade Paperback + PDF eBook version: Trade
paperback book comes with code to download the
eBook from ASA's website. Flying a drone as a
"remote pilot-in-command” for non-hobby operations
requires a "Remote Pilot Certificate” issued by the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). You must
successfully complete the FAA Knowledge Exam to
earn a remote pilot certificate with a "small
unmanned aircraft systems (sUAS)” rating. This
book is your key -- ASA’s Remote Pilot Test Prep is
the best resource for successful test-taking and safe
small UAS operations. This book is a comprehensive
preparation, study and test tool for the remote pilot
certificate ("Unmanned Aircraft General - Small")
FAA Knowledge Exam. Rely on the time-proven and
dependable ASA Test Prep Series to prepare for
your exam; the rating requirements for the certificate
are explained in detail and test material is expertly
organized into chapters based on subject matter.
This topical study promotes understanding and aids
recall to provide an efficient study guide. Topics
covered are FAA regulations, the National Airspace
System, weather, loading and performance, and
operations. This book is particularly helpful for drone
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operators interested in earning a remote pilot
certificate, for Remote Pilot Aircraft (RPA)
applicants, unmanned aircraft system (UAS) training
programs preparing applicants for FAA exams, selfstudy readers interested in learning more about
commercial unmanned aircraft operations, and
existing (manned aircraft) pilots who want to learn
more about the drone and UAS operations sharing
the National Airspace System. Included are
instructional text and illustrations, questions, answer
stems, correct answers, explanations and references
for further study. When you’re done studying, you
can then take up to 5 practice tests with ASA’s
online simulated testing program at no additional
cost (codes are provided to enter at the ASA practicetest website).
ASA reprints the most current FAA Practical Test
Standards (PTS) in this series of handy cockpit-sized
guides. Every PTS is written by the FAA and details
the type and level of skill and knowledge that must
be demonstrated before an examiner can issue a
certificate or rating to an applicant, describing also
the background study and reference materials. This
new PTS guide for mechanics includes all three
current standards in one book for the General
(8081-26A), Airframe (8081-27A), and Powerplant
(8081-28A) sections of the Oral & Practical exams
which are the last step in the quest for the FAA
Aviation Maintenance Technician (AMT) certificate.
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The standards presented in these guides are the
only way for AMT students, their instructors, as well
as the examiners themselves, to know what the FAA
expects for these required tests. Therefore they are
essential for preparation, studying, passing, and
administering the tests to become FAA-certified
aviation mechanics. Change 1 from the FAA is
included as a tip-in pamphlet, which brings the 2012
Edition up-to-date with the FAA's latest release of
material effective September 2015.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has
published the Private Pilot - Airplane Airman
Certification Standards (ACS) document to
communicate the aeronautical knowledge, risk
management, and flight proficiency standards for the
private pilot certification in the airplane category,
single-engine land and sea; and multiengine land
and sea classes. This ACS incorporates and
supersedes the previous Private Pilot Practical Test
Standards for Airplane, FAA-S-8081-14. The FAA
views the ACS as the foundation of its transition to a
more integrated and systematic approach to airman
certification. The ACS is part of the safety
management system (SMS) framework that the FAA
uses to mitigate risks associated with airman
certification training and testing. Specifically, the
ACS, associated guidance, and test question
components of the airman certification system are
constructed around the four functional components
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of an SMS: Safety Policy that defines and describes
aeronautical knowledge, flight proficiency, and risk
management as integrated components of the
airman certification system; Safety Risk
Management processes through which internal and
external stakeholders identify and evaluate
regulatory changes, safety recommendations and
other factors that require modification of airman
testing and training materials; Safety Assurance
processes to ensure the prompt and appropriate
incorporation of changes arising from new
regulations and safety recommendations; and Safety
Promotion in the form of ongoing engagement with
both external stakeholders (e.g., the aviation training
industry) and FAA policy divisions. The FAA has
developed this ACS and its associated guidance in
collaboration with a diverse group of aviation training
experts. The goal is to drive a systematic approach
to all components of the airman certification system,
including knowledge test question development and
conduct of the practical test. The FAA acknowledges
and appreciates the many hours that these aviation
experts have contributed toward this goal. This level
of collaboration, a hallmark of a robust safety culture,
strengthens and enhances aviation safety at every
level of the airman certification system.
This reference for aviation maintenance technicians
(AMTs) contains the standards for the general,
airframe, and powerplant sections of the oral and
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practical exams, the last step in the quest for an
AMT certificate. The standards presented in this
guide are the only way for AMT students, their
instructors, as well as the examiners themselves, to
know what the FAA expects for these required tests,
making them essential for preparation, study, and
passing the tests to become FAA-certified aviation
mechanics.
"This Aviation Mechanic Practical Test Standards
book has been published by the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) to establish the standards for
the Aviation Mechanic General, Airframe and
Powerplant Practical Test. The passing of [these]
practical tests is a required step toward obtaining the
Aviation Mechanic certificate with Airframe and/or
Powerplant ratings. FAA inspectors and Designated
Mechanic Examiners (DMEs) shall conduct practical
tests in compliance with these standards. Applicants
should find these standards helpful in practical test
preparation. Elite Aviation Solutions has reprinted
the most current version of these FAA Practical Test
Standards. No inserts, just the most current
versions"--Page 4 of cover.
The Jeppesen A&P Technician Practical Test
Standards booklet includes all three of the latest
FAA Aviation Mechanic PTS publications in one
convenient booklet. General (FAA-S-8081-26)
Airframe (FAA-S-8081-27) Powerplant (FAAS-8081-28) changes 1,2, & 3.
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The oral and practical exams are the last steps for
certification of an Aviation Maintenance Technician
(AMT). The AMT Oral & Practical Exam Guide by
industry expert Dale Crane (edited by Raymond E.
Thompson) will prepare the reader for the General,
Airframe, and Powerplant exams. This book includes
information on the certification process, typical projects
and required skill levels, and practical knowledge
requirements in a question-and-answer format, with
references defined for further study. When taking an FAA
Knowledge Exam, you merely verify your knowledge of
facts--you interface with a computer and there is no
personal involvement. The AMT oral and practical tests
are different: you work one-on-one with an experienced
mechanic evaluator who is able to not only judge your
mechanical skills, but observe how you think and see the
way you solve problems. The examiner determines
whether or not you possess the knowledge and skill level
needed as an entry-level technician, as defined by the
FAA Practical Test Standards (PTS). The AMT Oral &
Practical Exam Guide will help you prepare for this
significant step towards your new career as an AMT.
"Handy toolbox-size reference for mechanics, aircraft
owners, and pilots. All the information critical to
maintaining an aircraft. Your single source for:
mathematics, conversions, formulas; aircraft
nomenclature, controls, system specs; material and tool
identifications; hardware sizes and equivalents;
inspections, corrosion detection and control; frequently
used scales, charts, diagrams, and much more."--P. [4]
of cover.
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This essential reference provides a thorough overview of
aircraft-support systems as well as their maintenance
and inspection - knowledge necessary to pass the
second half of the middle section of the FAA's required
curriculum for Aviation Maintenance Technicians
(AMTs). Containing up-to-date information that meets 14
CFR Part 147 requirements and Subject Matter
Knowledge Codes from the FAA mechanics knowledge
tests, this comprehensive textbook covers specific
systems involved in the airframe, such as electrical, fuel,
cabin-atmosphere control, communications, navigation,
and fire-protection systems. Complete with updated fullcolor graphics, study questions and answer keys, an
extensive glossary, and additional career information,
this revised edition is ideal for at-home, classroom, or
university-level training.
The "Fast Track" to study for and pass the FAA Aviation
Maintenance Technician (AMT) Powerplant Knowledge
Exam.
Aviation Mechanic Practical Test Standards for General,
Airframe and PowerplantFAA-S-8081-26A, -27A, and
-28A (Effective September 2015) with Changes 1 4Practical Test Standards series

This publication includes all 3 Aviation Mechanic
Practical Test Standards: - General Practical Test
Standards: FAA-S-8081-26A (with Change 1) Airframe Practical Test Standards: FAA-S-8081-27A
(with Changes 1 & 2) - Powerplant Practical Test
Standards: FAA-S-8081-28A (with Change 1) This
Aviation Mechanic Practical Test Standards
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publication has been published by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) to establish the
standards for the Aviation Mechanic General
Practical Test. The passing of this practical test is a
required step toward obtaining the Aviation
Mechanic certificate with Airframe and/or Powerplant
ratings. FAA inspectors and Designated Mechanic
Examiners (DMEs) shall conduct practical tests in
compliance with these standards. Applicants should
find these standards helpful in practical test
preparation.
The most current aviation maintenance technician
general textbook available. Written to the new FAR
part 147 standards. Expanded to include a complete
section on electrical generators and motors, new
hardware, and nonmetallic components. Many new
tables, charts, and illustrations, including: abrasives,
corrosion removal and treatment, corrosion points,
helicopter weight and balance, and others. The 2004
revision includes additional metric hardware
nomenclature and electronic tools, including internet
research applications.
The "Inspection Authorization Test Prep" provides
Aviation Maintenance Technicians (AMTs) with all
the information needed to pass the FAA's
Knowledge Exam for Inspection Authorization, and
helps candidates become familiar with the privileges
and limitations of the highest level of maintenance
certification. This book is an important reference
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source for all AMTs seeking to add Inspection
Authorization (IA) to his or her qualifications, as well
as AMT schools preparing students for the IA test.
All IA candidates must take and pass the FAA's
exam, yet it remains a "closed test" in that the exact
database of questions is not available to the public,
which makes the IA Test Prep a great way to
prepare for it. The IA exam differs from other FAA
exams in that questions do not refer to a specific
figure. Instead, applicants must learn to glean the
information they need from the FAA Supplement
(CT-8080-8) made available for use during the test.
The over 500 sample questions typify those that
candidates are likely to encounter, and train readers
in the use of the available documents. Answer
choices are supported with explanations, with FAA
references identified for further study. Also provides
details on what applicants need to know about the
certification process, insight into the function of an
IA, and excerpts of regulations, advisory circulars,
airworthiness directives, type certificate data sheets,
FAA orders and aircraft specifications. Resources
such as pertinent excerpts from these FAA
documents and more are reprinted in this study
guide; additionally, readers can access additional
study material for this book at a special "Reader
Resources" page at the ASA website. The IA Test
Prep conveniently compiles the reference materials
necessary to prepare for this exam into one volume,
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for an organized study program that AMT schools,
instructors, and individuals alike can use to
streamline their studies.
Rely on the most trusted source in aviation training
with ASA's Fast-Track Test Guides to prepare for
your FAA AMT Knowledge Exams. Test questions
are supported with answers, thorough and succinct
explanations, and references for further study.
Questions, answers, and explanations are arranged
in the Fast-Track method to accelerate learning and
encourage retention FAA test figures are included
near the question and explanation for easy reference
Free updates (online or email service) keep you
current with changes made to the tests Plus...test
tips and instructions, an Oral & Practical Study
Guide, and 5 online practice tests at no additional
cost! Use the General Test Guide for the AMG
Aviation Mechanic--General Knowledge Exam.
From Aviation Supplies & Academics, trusted
publisher of Federal Aviation Administration
resources. This book is also available bundled with
ASA AMT Test Guides. This FAA-CT-8080-4G is the
most current testing supplement, released by the
FAA in June 2018. It supersedes the earlier FAACT-8080-4F, dated 2013. This Airman Knowledge
Testing Supplement is designed by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) Flight Standards
Service. It is intended for use by Airman Knowledge
Testing (AKT) Organization Designation
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Authorization (ODA) Holders and other entities
approved and/or authorized to administer airman
knowledge tests on behalf of the FAA in the following
knowledge areas: Aviation Mechanic General--AMG
Aviation Mechanic Powerplant--AMP Aviation
Mechanic Airframe--AMA Parachute Rigger--RIG,
RMC, RMP
The Aviation Maintenance Technician Series
textbooks were created to set the pace for
maintenance technician training and attain a level of
quality that surpasses all other maintenance
textbooks on the market. AMTS Airframe, Volume 2:
Systems is the second book of the series, which is
divided into 2 volumes. Airframe: Systems covers
the various systems involved with the airframe,
encompassing electrical, fuel, cabin atmosphere
control, instruments, communications and
navigation, ice and rain control, and fire protection
systems, and aircraft inspections. First published in
1994, this new Third Edition features full-color
throughout, and content was updated as a result of
industry changes, new materials and practices, and
new airplanes and cockpit systems. Written by
industry expert Dale Crane, the Airframe textbooks
were also reviewed by an editorial team consisting of
Aviation Maintenance Technicians, Inspection
Authorization holders, university professors, aircraft
owners, and aviation maintenance journalists. Dale
Crane's textbooks consist of the most complete and
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up-to-date material for A&P training. The curriculum
meets 14 CFR Part 147 requirements and Subject
Matter Knowledge Codes from the FAA mechanics
knowledge tests. They are designed for at-home,
classroom, or university-level training. These
comprehensive textbooks include full-color charts,
tables and illustrations throughout, in addition to an
extensive glossary, index, and additional career
information. A study guide is included within each
textbook in the form of Study Question sections, with
Answer keys printed at the end of each chapter.
The major objective of this book was to identify
issues related to the introduction of new materials
and the effects that advanced materials will have on
the durability and technical risk of future civil aircraft
throughout their service life. The committee
investigated the new materials and structural
concepts that are likely to be incorporated into next
generation commercial aircraft and the factors
influencing application decisions. Based on these
predictions, the committee attempted to identify the
design, characterization, monitoring, and
maintenance issues that are critical for the
introduction of advanced materials and structural
concepts into future aircraft.
"This test guide will help you to understand the
answers to the test questions so you can take the
FAA Computerized Knowledge, Oral, and Practical
exams with confidence. It includes FAA Aviation
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Powerplant Mechanic Knowledge test questions,
sample oral test questions, and samples of typical
practical projects tha an FAA Designated Examiner
may assign during the Practical exam."--P. ix.
These are actual Federal Aviation Administration test
questions with ASA's answer sheet included. All
three maintenance tests (General, Airframe, and
Powerplant) are included in one convenient book.
FAA-CT-8080-2H--Full Color 2020 Edition. This
testing supplement supersedes FAA-CT-8080-2G,
Airman Knowledge Testing Supplement for Sport
Pilot, Recreational Pilot, and Private Pilot, dated
2016. This Airman Knowledge Testing Supplement
is designed by the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) Flight Standards Service. It is intended for use
by Airman Knowledge Testing (AKT) Organization
Designation Authorization (ODA) Holders and other
entities approved and/or authorized to administer
airman knowledge tests on behalf of the FAA in the
following knowledge areas: --Sport Pilot-Airplane
(ASEL and ASES) Sport Pilot-Gyroplane --Sport
Pilot-Glider --Sport Pilot-Airship (LTA) Sport PilotBalloon (LTA) --Sport Pilot-Weight-Shift Control
(WSCS and WSCL) --Sport Pilot-Powered Parachute
(PPL and PPS) --Recreational Pilot-Airplane (RPA)
--Recreational Pilot-Rotorcraft/Helicopter (RPH)
--Recreational Pilot-Rotorcraft/Gyroplane (RPG)
--Private Pilot-Airplane/Recreational Pilot-Transition
(PAT) --Private Pilot-Helicopter/Recreational --PilotPage 15/16
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Transition (PHT) --Private PilotGyroplane/Recreational Pilot-Transition (POT)
--Private Pilot-Airplane (PAR) --Private PilotRotorcraft/Helicopter (PRH) --Private PilotRotorcraft/Gyroplane (PRO) --Private Pilot-Glider
(POL) --Private Pilot-Free Balloon-Hot Air (PBH)
--Private Pilot-Free Balloon-Gas (PBG) --Private
Pilot-Lighter-Than-Air-Airship (PLA) --Private PilotPowered-Parachute (PPP) --Private Pilot-Weightshift Control (PWS) --Unmanned Aircraft GeneralSmall (UAG)
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